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From Our Rabbi/Hazzan 
 

 

Recently, I had a conversa-
tion with a dear friend of 
mine who is an Imam. I val-
ue our conversations, be-
cause as he asks me to 
teach him about Judaism, 
he teaches me about Islam 
in return, and then we try to 
diagnose all the world’s 

problems.  We have, over the years, realized that 
regardless of the fact that we are of different faiths, 
we have more in common than not. During our 
latest conversation, we compared the month of 
Ramadan to our tradition of counting the Omer as 
we number the days between Pesach and Shavuot. 
The Omer numbers the 49 days that Moshe an-
nounced to Israel it would take from the Exodus to 
the giving of the Torah at Sinai. Ramadan, in Islamic 
tradition, is the countdown to the revelation of the 
Quran, which was revealed in stages beginning dur-
ing their holy month. The laws, customs, and tradi-
tions of both faiths are strikingly similar. We ob-
serve the Omer as if it is a period of mourning; not 
cutting our hair, attending joyous events, schedul-
ing simchas, and the like. Islam does the same. For 
a month, they observe a daylong fast, identical to 
what we do on our minor fast days. Because Rama-
dan is tied to the lunar calendar, it always occurs 
just after Rosh Chodesh Iyyar, but to this day, is still 
dependent on the actual sighting of the first slice of 
the crescent moon, as our ancestors did, before 
calendars could accurately predict the precise day 
of the new moon. Why should we both practice self
-denial and restraint in anticipation of the anniver-
sary of a biblical revelation? The Torah was the 
greatest gift that G-d gave us; its teachings provide 
us with a pathway through life, and interpreting its 

texts give us insight into life, morality, ethics, and 
how we should live our lives as Jews. Shouldn’t we 
prepare, as did our ancestors, to receive this gift, by 
showing our humility and worthiness by refraining 
from excesses, so we can draw closer to our ele-
mental realities? What do you give to someone 
who has everything? If one has the audacity to 
flaunt all that they have, thinking that they’re set 
for life, no gift can be properly appreciated. But if 
you know that the gift you will receive is one which 
will inform, direct, and change your life, showing 
your readiness to accept it in a proper frame of 
mind makes all the difference. The fact that this 
same process of preparing spiritually for the anni-
versary of revelation is practiced similarly across all 
of the major faiths (Lent certainly falls into the 
same category) teaches us an important lesson. We 
should always live our lives modestly and appropri-
ately, in anticipation of the next great thing which 
could happen to change our path forever. Becom-
ing too full of ourselves leaves no room for G-d in 
the equation. We get an annual 7 week long re-
minder to make sure we still remember. If we have 
no room for the Divine in our lives, how can we 
hope to make the best use of what the Kadosh Ba-
ruch Hu will ultimately give us? Once we complete 
this season of physical and spiritual preparation, 
let’s celebrate the advent of the next phase of our 
People’s growth on Shavuot, through study, prayer, 
and joy. Not to mention cheesecake and blintzes. 
And be sure to remember that the process is a uni-
versal, and innately human one. B’nai Yisrael en-
dured the desert for 40 years before they came 
home to a land of milk and honey. After 49 days, 
we shall do the same. And hopefully, you will have 
finished your matza by then…. 
 
Rabbi/Hazzan David B. Sislen 

 
 

Editor: 
Shanna Finkel 



When I initially sat down to 
write my first article for The 
Voice, I was in the midst of a 

holiday in Asheville, NC, visiting family and preparing for Pe-
sach. I was cleaning the house, enjoying the cool weather. It 
was spring time, the azaleas and dogwood were blooming, 
and the birds were chirping. Simply picturesque. I made a 
huge batch of Charoset and my favorite – Manachevitz 
boxed coffee cake.  We enjoyed the not-too-long Seder at 
my sister’s house, and not only asked the 4 questions, but 
also discussed topics such as what freedom means today, 
current immigration policy and ‘if God “hardened Pharoah’s 
heart”, do we really have free will?’.  On Shabbos, my 11 
year old nephew nervously led the Musaf service at Congre-
gation Beth Israel, the conservative temple in Asheville. All 
was good.  
  

Feeling of peace and happiness were just oozing from me, so 
for my article, I planned on discussing all the amazing things 
that are happening at our wonderful B’nai Jacob. For in-
stance, our religious school students participated in a special 
program, where they joined other Jewish children in our 
community and beyond, finding their voice and articulating 
what Israel and being Jewish means to them. And our up-
coming annual picnic – fun for all ages. Lay-led Torah classes, 
conversational Hebrew classes, Women’s League events - so 
many fun and positive things going on at B’nai Jacob.  

 

But then, on our last day in Asheville, we received some aw-
ful news. A very close friend of ours had unexpectedly 
passed away in the middle of the night, and it was a true 
shock. This passing rocked me, as Frank was one of the most 
vital men I had ever met – young or old. He was full of life, 
and by that I mean physically, mentally and emotionally. He 
was tall and fit, a picture of health, always working outside, 
and a champion horse jumper, having just won his most re-
cent ribbon the week earlier. Frank was smart – a retired 
school teacher who was a lifetime learner. He could fix any-
thing and was curious about everything.  And personality – 
well, Frank would talk to all – friend and stranger, offer his 

help, tell a joke, tease his wife Sally. Although not Jewish – 
Frank was a mensch. 
 

With this one bit of news, I went from the feelings of hope, 
peace and love that this Pesach holiday with my family had 
protectively cocooned me in, to the despair and sadness that 
I was feeling for Sally at the loss of her dear husband. But it 
was more. My husband and I were a little like zombies…we 
just couldn’t believe it. I was feeling selfish and guilty - I 
couldn’t help but wonder that if this man, so full of life, 
could just be gone… what does that mean for us? 
  

I thought again about the lessons of Passover, and especially 
about Moses, our somewhat reluctant, unassuming leader. 
He saw things he didn’t like and he couldn’t allow it to hap-
pen. Moses acted, in this case killing a guard who was 
beating a slave. And when God spoke to Moses through the 
burning bush, Moses said, “Here I am.” And then he asked 
questions, basically “Are you sure you want me?”.  But then 
Moses understood, that comfortable or not, we need to try 
and make change, to take action, to live life and to under-
stand what freedom means. In looking back, I think Frank 
had many of those same qualities. While he didn’t lead a 
community out of slavery, he made a difference in people’s 
lives every day. So during this post-Pesach time, I ask you all 
to focus on family and friends, to think about this period of 
spring and renewal, and to taste what it means to be free – 
do what you can to make your life better by touching those 
people around you and making a difference every day.  
 

On that note, I am right back where I started, giving thanks 
for the peace, love and light that is in my life. I am grateful to 
be a member here at Congregation B’nai Jacob and all the 
friendships I have made. I look forward to the opportunity to 
work and celebrate with all of you. I encourage everyone to 
come more often and get involved. I promise you – you will 
get more out of the friendships and feeling you get from par-
ticipating than you give. Despite being small in numbers, we 
truly are big in heart and effort and we will accomplish so 

much!  Best Regards,   Rebecca  

From Our Co-President                                                           
Rebecca Blitman 
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Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington is a Conservative, egalitar-
ian synagogue serving the Western communities of Palm 
Beach County. Temple B’nai Jacob seeks to inspire each 
member to become more deeply connected to his or her 
Jewish identity by providing relevant worship experiences, 
life-long educational experiences, opportunities for social 
action, and a connection to Jewish culture.   We are a di-
verse and multi-generational congregation committed to 
serving as a center for contemporary Jewish life. 
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According to the Torah, we 
are obligated to count the 

49 days between Passover and Shavuot, this is the Counting 
of the Omer.  The counting is intended to remind us of the 
link between Passover, which commemorates the Exodus, 
and Shavuot, which commemorates the giving of the Torah 
and helps us remember that liberation from slavery was not 
complete until we received the Torah. Thirty- three days 
after we begin counting the Omer we observe Lag B’Omer. 
This is a semi-mourning period in which we spiritually 
cleanse ourselves in preparation for receiving the Torah.  
 

Lag is a transliteration of the Hebrew letters לג that 
represent the number 33. For Jews who strictly observe this 
time period, Lag B’Omer allows for celebrations including 
music, weddings, parties, etc. Jewish spirituality, Jewish his-
tory and freedom and the fight for sovereignty in the Jewish 
homeland blend into one on Lag B’Omer. No matter which 
aspect you focus on regarding Lag B’Omer, this holiday is a 
reminder of the fires of the Jewish spirit that reside in us all.  
  

 
 

While we “Wellingtonians” aren’t going to light the tradi-
tional bonfires or try a bow and arrow, we are certainly en-
couraged to appreciate the out of doors.   
 

It’s a time be outdoors, a time to celebrate our freedom, 
jump rope or maybe enjoy a friendly game of catch, or a 
wandering magician. So, although its only 14 days into the 
Omer, let’s enjoy our ANNUAL TEMPLE PICNIC on 30 Nissan 
5779 which is May 5, 2019.  Many thanks to our Member-
ship committee for sponsoring our favorite magician Eric 
Kurit and a very special thanks to the Shenkman family and 
their Bulk Candy Store for bringing the BEST Slurpee truck 
ever! The Bulk Candy store has also provided  special sur-
prise  gifts for all.   
 

Wishing all of our students, their families, and all of our B’nai 
Jacob families a great school summer break.  We hope to see 
you on Shabbat throughout the summer, at the Honoring 
our Students Service on Friday, May 3, the Annual Picnic on 
May 5  and special events throughout the summer.  
   

L’Shalom,   Andrea 

Religious School 

 
Aili DeLisi will be called to the Torah as a Bat Mitzvah on 
June first.  Aili is a talented seventh grader at the Bok Mid-
dle School of the Arts majoring in visual arts.  Creating 
something artsy allows Aili to sit and focus which she does 
with amazing skill.  Aili is also very athletic and is working to 
obtain her black belt in Tae Kwon Do by the end of the year.  
This is also quite an accomplishment for a 13 year old girl.   
 

When not involved in school or extracurricular activities, Aili 
is a happy teenager who enjoys socializing with her friends 
both with and without her iphone.  To her friends she is 
often known as “smily Aili”.  Mazel Tov to Dan, Koko, broth-
er Ken and of course Aili for her Bat Mitzvah.     The DeLisi 
family invites our congregation to join them for a special 
Kiddush after the Service.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aili 

Mazel Tov to Tyler Beyer and family as Tyler will be called 
to the Torah as a Bar Mitzvah on June 15.  Tyler is an active 
7th grader at Crestwood Middle School who has been play-
ing for the Royal Palm Beach Strikers Soccer Team since 
2011.  Tyler is also on the Crestwood Middle School Soccer 
team, quite an accomplishment for this young man.  In ad-
dition Tyler enjoys playing video games, fishing, sports in 
general, and watching football.  The San Francisco 49rs is 
Tyler’s favorite team.   Tyler is a bright, insightful, religious 
school student who provides valuable feedback in our les-
sons.   We always appreciate Tyler’s participation in his reli-
gious school classes and our holidays.   
        

We congratulate Mark, Stacy, sister Adyson, Tyler and their 
family on this Bar Mitzvah occasion.  Our synagogue is so 
pleased to be able to celebrate this Service with the 
Beyer family.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Tyler 
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How would you like to be included in Temple B’nai 

Jacob’s roster of Torah and Haftarah readers?  Any 

adult member of the temple who can read Hebrew 

and is willing to learn the tropes (chanting notes) 

is invited to contact Ella Bender 

(morah4241@hotmail.com or 561-656-1916) 

Or Rabbi/Hazzan Sislen at the Temple  

for further information. 

 

To honor or remember a birthday,  
anniversary, graduation, memory or any spe-

cial occasion sponsor an Oneg or Kiddush 
 

 

 
Friday night Onegs start at $54.00 and the 
Saturday Shabbat Kiddush tables start at 
$72.00 for a standard selection with extras 

available to make your table special. 
 

Please contact our Temple office if you would 
like to sponsor an Oneg or Kiddush at          

561-795-8480 

 We are collecting non-perishable food and canned goods all year long. 
 

Please bring your donations to the Temple. 
 

Together we can help feed the community. 
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General Fund 
Bender, Chaim & Ella 
   Thank You for Birthday Cards 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   In Honor of Herb Gordon’s Birthday & 
     His & Roslyn’s Anniversary   
   In Honor of Joe & Holly Grossman’s   
      Birthdays 
   In Honor of Ella Bender, Zan Liebowitz &  
      Carole Goldstein’s Birthdays 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   Thank you to Lenore Glickman  
   & Dean Bennett   
   Thank You to Rabbi Abrams for  
    Conducting Services 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   In Honor of Birthdays of Ella Bender,  
   Zan Liebowitz & Carol Lesnick  
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   In Appreciation of Brian Shankman  
   Donating Candy for Shalach Manot    
Bank, Gerald & Florine 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Grossman, Joe & Holly 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee 
Thal, Mitchell & Liz 
   In Honor of Averi Feuer’s Bat Mitzvah 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Thal, Mitchell & Liz 
   In Honor of Alan Cohan’s two Years       
   Presidency 
Cohan, Alan & Andrea 
   In Honor of Rebecca Blitman & Morry    
   Silverman Serving as Temple  
   Co-Presidents 
Glickman, Lenore 
Grossman, Joe & Holly 
Thal, Mitchell & Liz 
   In Honor of Zan Liebowitz’ Birthday 
Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan 
   In Honor of Ella Bender’s Birthday 
Feuer, Jason, Shana & Averi 
   In Appreciation of Lenore Glickman   
Kaplan, Lila 
   In Appreciation to Holly Albrecht 
   for her Retail Experience 
Temple Women’s League 
Galligan, James 
Goldstein, Rabbi Nason & Carole 
Schatz, Anita 
Annonymous 
   Generous Donations 
 

Chometz Sale 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca  
Patrusky, Leonard & Roslyn 
High Holiday Pledge 
Morrissey, Dolly 
Memorial 
Bennett, Dean 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Connellan, Martha 
Connellan, James 
Liebowitz, Arnie & Sam  
Marcus, Enid 
   In Memory of Robert Marcus  
Flesher, Polly 
   In Memory of Barbara Makstein 
Kaplan, Lila 
   In Memory of Leslie Fox 
Bank, Gerald & Florine 
Bender, Chism & Ella 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Cohan, Alan & Andrea 
Glickman, Lenore 
Goldstein, Rabbi Nason & Carol 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee 
Winston, Roslyn 
   In Memory of Sheldon Eisenman 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Cohan, Alan & Andrea 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee 
   In Memory of Sister of Koko DeLisi 
Oneg & Kiddush  
Beyer, Mark & Stacy 
    Oleg & Kiddush in Honor of  
    Tyler’s Bar Mitzvah 
Delisi, Daniel & Koko 
   Oneg & Kiddush in Celebration of  
   Aili Sophie’s Bat Mitzvah    
Glickman, Lenore 
   Oleg in Memory of Julius Cohen 
Gordon, Herb & Roslyn 
   Kiddush in Honor of Herb’s Birthday &  
   their Anniversary 
Grossman, Joe & Holly 
   Kiddush in Honor of Their Joint Birth-
days 
Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan 
   Kiddush in Honor of Zan’s 75th Birthday 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee 
   Kiddush in honor of Naming  
   Granddaughter Anita Rae 
Treby, Elliot 
   Oleg in Memory of Rose Freedman 
 

 
Rfu’ah Shlo’mas ( Get Well Wishes) 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   For Rudy Guadagno, Sheila Gold, Kim     
   Behn, Lillian Friedman & Diane Marko 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
   For Judy Lederer & Judy Guadagno 
Cohan, Alan & Andrea For Bruce Schillian 
Kaplan, Lila For Susan Diamond 
Liebowitz, Arnie & Zan For Jeffrey Gigold 
Bank, Gerald & Florine 
Bender, Chaim & Ella 
Blitman, Jeffrey & Rebecca 
Cohan, Alan & Andrea 
Glickman, Lenore 
Grossman, Joe & Holly 
Thal, Mitchell & Liz For Zan Liebowitz 
Tree of Life 
Beyer, Mark & Stacy 
   Leaf in Honor of Tyler’s Bar Mitzvah 
Yahrzeits       
Baron, Gerry For Sara Hoffman   
Becker, Irwin & Lana 
   for Sam Becker, Sondra Becker &  
   Sylvia Becker 
Birnholz, Alan & Lynne for Helen Flatow 
Cohen, Alan for Lis Cohen 
Elkin, Gladys for Herman L. Feldman,    
   Sophie Elkin & Alice Aronoff 
Fass, Myra for Dora Zussman 
Gross, Mel & Barbara 
   for Sylvia Kronikow & Martha Gross 
Grossman, Joe & Holly 
   for Estelle Fourens & Michael Fourens 
Gordon, Herb & Roz for Benjamin Shuster 
Heit, Sylvia for Harry Heit 
Kohan, Dr. Mel for Olga Kohan 
Marcus, Jeffrey & Barbara 
   for Barbara Connellon & Ellen Feinberg  
Mizne, Norbert & Ramona 
   for Frank Hibbard 
Patrusky, Leonard & Roslyn 
   for Louis Pollack 
Popkin, Irma for Bessie Wilbaum 
Scher, Gary  for Frank Scher 
Seider, Marvin for Pearl Seider 
Silverman, Morry & Sallee 
   for Bernice Silverman  
Swerdlow, Gail for Leonard Cohen 
Thal, Mitchell & Liz for Edward Thal 
Wallach, Carol & Wolfe Family 
  for Stephen Neal Wolf & 
      Michael Seth Wolfe  

GENEROUS DONATIONS 
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A Word from the Sunshine  

Committee 
 In need of a friendly voice 
 In need of get well wishes 

     In need of a friend to share a  
     holiday meal with 

 

     If you or any member of your family,  
         or if you know of anyone in our  

        Temple family that is in need,  
    please let us know.  

 

Please call Liz Thal at the Temple  
 793-4347, or e –mail Lenore Glickman, 

lesmg@comcast.net  
 
 

SISTERHOOD JUDAICA SHOP   
 

We have ritual items: mezuzot and Mezuza scrolls 
(klapim), candlesticks, menorahs, kippot, tallit clips, yads, 
memorial candles, as well as jewelry, gift and novelty 
items. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
 
 

 

 
 

See us on the Temple 
Website  

and Facebook Page 

 
 
 

 

Women’s League Book Club discussion: 
 

Sunday, May 19th, 10:30 am  
 

Sand and Ash by Amy Harmon   
 

 
 

TBJ Women’s League 

Ella Bender 
561-656-1916 
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Sign up to receive text notifications from TBJ about upcoming events, important information, and 
emergency Announcements. 

 

Text the message: 
 

 @templebn 

to the number:   81010 
 

We can also be followed on Twitter (@templebnaijacob), and Facebook (templebnaijacobofwellington) 
 

 Rest assured, your personal information, including your cell phone number, will be secure, 
and is unavailable to anyone else using this service. We look forward to being in touch! 
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Hygiene Care       Denture 

Scaling & Root Planing    Cosmetic Dentis-

try     

Fillings            Veneers 

Sealants            Extractions 

Teeth Whitening           Night Guard 

Crowns            Retainers  

Root Canal Therapy            Sports Guard 

Bridges   Floride Trays  

                 

Dr. Anna Ostrovsky, DMD 

10111 W Forest Hill Blvd Ste 341, 
Wellington, FL 33414 

 

HONOR OR MEMORIALIZE 

A FRIEND OR LOVED ONE BY DEDICATING A 

SIDDUR OR HUMASH 
 

Create a lasting tribute and help support  

Temple B’nai Jacob 

 by dedicating a copy of either 

Siddur Sim Shalom or Humash Etz Hayim 

for only $36 
 

 

PLEASE COMPLETE A SEPARATE FORM FOR 
EACH DEDICATION AND EITHER SEND  

PAYMENT TO THE SHUL OFFICE OR CALL TO 
MAKE ARRANGEMENTS 

 

 

TEMPLE B’NAI JACOB OF WELLINGTON 

12794 FOREST HILL BLVD. SUITE 6 

WELLINGTON, FL 33414 

561-793-4347 

bnaijacobofwell@aol.com 
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Do you want to receive our Temple emails? 
Call the office and give us  

your email address at: 
 

561-793-4347 

If you use any of our advertisers please mention 
that you found their services through  

“The Voice.” 
 

THANK YOU 
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We’re on the Web! 
 

See us at: 
Www.templebnaijacob.com 

and 
Follow us on  

 
 
 
 

Www.facebook.com/templebnaijacob 
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Please remember all of your wonderful opportunities 
to honor or memorialize loved ones or to mark special 

occasions with a contribution to 
Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington. 

 
Remember birthdays, yahrzeits, and more with a gift 
to the Rabbi’s Discretionary fund, one of the Temple 

funds, or through the Sisterhood’s Oneg/Kiddush 
sponsorship program. 

 
For more information, call the Temple at  

561-793-4347 

Advertising Agreement 
B’nai Jacob of Wellington “Voice” 

 

Date: ___________ 
 

I agree to place an ad in the Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington “Voice” for a term of six (6) issues, 

starting with the ____________ issue for $____________. 

           [*month/year] 

Firm /entity name: _______________________________________________________ 

Address: _______________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________  State: ________  Zip: _____________ 

Phone: _________________________________ 

Authorized signature: _____________________________________________________ 

Print name: _____________________________________________________________ 

VOICE 

Business card ad [3.5" x 2"]      $136/yr 

1/4 page ad [4" x 5.25"]              $200/yr 

1/2 page ad [8" x 5.25"]              $360/yr 

Full page ad [8" x 10.5"]             $500/yr 

 

Yizkor Book (inside cover)         $300 

Yizkor Book  (outside cover)        $400 

Full Page                                        $200  *The B’nai Jacob 

of Wellington “Voice” newsletter is published six (6) 

times a year: 

                                 Jan/Feb, March/April, May/June, July/August, Sept/Oct, and Nov/Dec. 
 

Please make checks payable to Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington. 
Mail this form along with your “camera ready” art to:    
  Temple B’nai Jacob 
  12794 West Forest Hill Blvd,  

Suite #6 
  Wellington, FL  33414 
Or email art files to: bnaijacobofwell@aol.com 
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Temple B’nai Jacob of Wellington 
 

12794 W. Forest Hill Blvd. Suite 6 
Wellington, FL 33414 

 
PHONE: 561-793-4347 

 

E-MAIL: info@templebnaijacob.com 
 
 

Rabbi/Hazzan 
David Sislen 

Rabbi Emeritus 
Dr. David Abrams 

Religious School Director 
Andrea Cohan 

President 
Alan Cohan 

  

Vice Presidents 
Morry Silverman 

Gerald Bank  
Joseph Grossman 

 

Treasurer 
Joseph Grossman 

 

Recording Secretary 
Susan Feldman 

 

Corresponding Secretary 
Lenore Glickman 
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